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Have you reached a point where it is getting harder and harder to increase your revenue every

month? Are you looking for new strategies and techniques to make more sales and increase

customer satisfaction? Are you looking for new potential customers and ways to market to

them? If the answer is YES, don't look any further! The answers to your questions are all in

Harold F. Richs new book.
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IntroductionYou have never read a book like this before!The fact that you are holding this book

in your hands shows that you are serious about taking your Ecommerce business to the next

level!What if I told you that there is a formula out there, a clear system that you could follow

step-by-step, to scale your Ecommerce business with remarkable success? No, not some get-

rich-quick-stuff… a formula that I’ve developed, modified, and tested over the last 20 years.I

developed the 6S formula to make it easier to scale and run my own Ecommerce businesses.

Now, over 30,000 of my online and offline students are using my 6S formula, as well as clients

from around the world, with remarkable success.This book, in which I explain my 6S formula in

detail, will also help YOU to scale your Ecommerce business successfully!Anybody can do it

with the right SYSTEM and FORMULA!

Chapter 1Why you need to read this book and how it can help you to SCALE UP your

Ecommerce business successfully!This is why you are losing money every day!The majority of

Ecommerce businesses I look at are losing a lot of money every day, especially if they are

international companies. They leave a lot on the table, and I am not talking peanuts, but

millions!The 3 main reasons for that are:Many of these companies don’t have a strategy to

scale their business, so even if they are doing the right things, they are doing them in the

wrong order.Some companies are using the right channels or methods already but doing it

poorly and in ways that don’t support each other.Most companies are not using the right

channels, tools, and strategy at all.In this book, I’ll show you how you can scale your

Ecommerce business successfully, no matter if you are an Ecommerce startup or a well-

established Ecommerce brand.So why should you listen to me?Wow, I am getting old — I was

just about to write that I had more than 15 years of experience in this field but just realized it’s

over 20 years now!At the time I started there was no ready-made shop-systems, or even

marketing channels like Google or Facebook — and of course no mobile phones! Hard to

believe that we could exist without those things — right?When I founded my first internet

company at 20, I focused on helping businesses get a website. Later, customers asked me to

help them market their products and services online. Therefore, I developed more and more

skills, and over the years I specialized in helping Ecommerce businesses scale up their

business while ensuring they didn’t make mistakes or start going in the wrong direction. Over

the years I formed an outstanding, well-performing team of experts around me to cover every

area as professionally and thoroughly as possible.Another big part of my work is helping



companies to operate internationally — I really love this part! It is so exciting helping them to

expand their business to other countries and cultures. I also teach and mentor in this field and

have over 30,000 students taking my online and offline courses. I feel so lucky that I’ve had the

chance to help so many companies make more money, and that I can share my

experience.Make sure you are not wasting time using the wrong Ecommerce strategy!If you

are using the wrong Ecommerce strategy it’s logical that you are wasting time, but there is

more to it than that. The underlying problem is that some processes and marketing channels

don’t have the right strategy from the get-go to become successful.Take these two

examples:Let’s say you are a company in Spain and you have a Spanish domain, like

yourcompany.es, and you are planning to operate internationally at some point in the future.

Your website is already established, and you have strong rankings driving significant traffic and

sales… Hold on! We already have a fundamental problem! Why? Because of the .es domain!

You can’t globalize your SEO to other markets or countries! The effort and money you put into

building all this SEO power for your Spanish domain was not entirely wasted, but it could have

been set-up in a better way from the beginning to give you a competitive advantage when

trying to reach new markets and countries. (If this is you, don’t worry, there are ways to fix

it!)Your business didn’t pick the right tools or partners from the beginning. When using the

wrong Ecommerce platform, inventory management, or fulfillment systems, companies can

lose their minds when trying to scale up! For certain marketing channels, systems, and tools, it

is critical to plan and strategize in advance (or find somebody who knows what they are doing)

because if you need to make a change down the road you could massively lose revenue!How

to grow your Ecommerce business quickly — and how I am doing itYou know those guys who

are always telling you what to do, those consultants who know everything better than you, but

have never actually done it themselves?Well, I am not one of them.Everything I tell you in this

book I have experienced by myself — from setting up various Ecommerce platforms to

implementing plugins, 3rd party tools, and everything in-between. Ugh! Really a lot of work! But

you know that anyway.In every chapter of this book I am going to give you some insights on

how I do it and show you what works for my clients. (For confidentiality reasons, I will not

mention any customer names.)If you want to get more insights and additional information’s

visitMy strategies focus on fast and future proven growth and will help you to take your

business to the next level!How to increase your customer lifetime valueAs you know getting a

new customer can be a challenge, that’s why it is critically important to keep your existing

customers happy, build the best possible user experience, and give them what they want.Not

only that, but you also need to keep your buyers engaged. Shockingly, for a majority of

Ecommerce companies the process ends as soon as the client has bought from them. Believe

me, this is not a smart way to do business!As a matter of fact, your relationship with the client

just begins when they decide to buy from you. Of course, first you need to make sure the

customer gets what he has ordered in the expected time and condition — it’s like in every

aspect of life: you never get a second chance to make another first impression! Make sure you

get it right the first time! But then, also make sure you have the right strategy and tools in place

to keep them engaged, inform them, and motivate them to buy more from you on a regular

basis!How to spend less money on advertising and sell more!You would not believe what I’ve

seen over the years looking at the advertising accounts and strategies of a lot of Ecommerce

businesses. You can find software companies spending thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams

every month biting on keywords like “software” or car companies wanting to be found for

“car.”Of course, if you don’t know where to spend your money you can always give more to

Google or an agency — LOL!The reality is that most companies want to save some money, so



they come up with ideas like: “Rosa, our secretary seems to have 10 spare minutes a day so

she could do AdWords for 5 minutes a day and SEO for 5 minutes, or something like

that.”Really? — You want to hand all that responsibility over to your secretary? … that’s just not

the way it works!In reality, you are not saving any money that way. No! Actually, you are burning

thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams… and you are not only wasting time and money! For

some channels, like SEO, AdWords and more, you are driving business in the wrong direction

and possibly attracting the wrong clients. This will cause more support, effort, and headaches

for you and your team, now, and in the future.Why and how you should scale up your

Ecommerce business?So the WHY is quite clear, right? You want to make more money!But

how?It is not just important what you do, for some tasks it is also critically important when you

do them.I started writing this book a long time ago and was wondering what the right way to

guide somebody through this very complicated process was. This is why I came up with the

now very well-known 6S formula.Since I developed the formula a few years ago, the 6S

formula has helped many Ecommerce companies to scale their businesses, and many of them

continue sending me lovely emails, and even letters, thanking me for laying out the strategy for

them so clearly.I also teach this strategy to over 30,000 students in my courses worldwide,

seeing huge revenue increases for companies that implement the formula the right way!How to

use my famous 6S formula to scale your Ecommerce business?In this book, you will find all the

information you need to scale your Ecommerce business while avoiding pitfalls. It does not

matter if you are an established Ecommerce brand or an Ecommerce startup, by using this

formula you will be able to grow your business and make a lot more money!It is important to

follow the formula step-by-step — of course. You will find various parts of the 6S formula more

useful for an Ecommerce startup — but remember, both stages have their advan-tages and

disadvantages. The 6S formula will help you to do the right things at the appropriate time,

following the given: STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, SALES, SATISFACTION and

SCALING methods — ensuring you are going in the right direction and not forgetting any tasks

which are hard to reverse or implement later on.How to target the right people and give them

what they wantYes, it is good to have a lot of visitors coming to your website, but only if they

are the kind of customers you want to attract! Why? Because having the wrong people visit

your website will negatively impact it. That’s why the traffic number alone is not meaningful. If

you have a lot of people leaving your website just after a few seconds, or you see that they are

not buying, signing up, or staying on your site for a long time — whatever your goals may be —

believe me, that’s not what you want!It all begins by targeting the wrong people; using the

wrong keywords (or ones that are too broad) drives a lot of visitors to your website who are

looking for something else or are not at the purchasing stage. When this is the case, you need

to provide them with alternative content to keep them interested and engaged in your site.Later

in this book you will see that factors like spending a lot of money on the wrong strategies can

cause high, unnecessary support costs. And beware: nowadays Google can measure user

satisfaction, meaning this could have disastrous impacts on your business.It is essential to

target the right people and give them what they are looking for!Use your competitors’ most

effective strategies!Other golden nuggets I will give you in this book are some advanced

strategies to find out what your competitors are doing.Why try inventing the wheel if your

competitors already have spent thousands and thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams in testing

things? Why not just use their proven strategies?This, of course, starts by knowing who your

competitors really are, and recognizing competitors before they take over your market share.It’s

all about smart monitoring and using the right strategies and tools to gain a significant

competitive advantage.You can save a huge chunk off your marketing budget just by copying



your competitors’ best marketing strategies. I guarantee it!How to improve your Ecommerce

infrastructureThinking back to the very early years of Ecommerce I can still see myself fighting

with systems that would not let me modify the URL structure or change page titles, aside from

other issues like struggling with product variations and colors. So, I am glad that today most of

the larger Ecommerce platforms are doing a very good job at allowing us to scale and improve

shop systems. For some issues, sometimes a little manual programming is still required, but

most of the time there are plugins or 3rd party providers helping us to scale our Ecommerce

business.Keep in mind, it gets much harder if you are planning to go international. In this case

your shop system has to be able to work in different languages and offer the option to target all

the countries you want to expand to. It is possible to switch shop systems later on, but I can tell

you, this is really challenging work and almost impossible if you want to keep everything

running and don’t want to lose any money!Your sales funnels and how you can optimize

themJust imagine yourself driving into a city that you don’t know without a navigation system

(and no smartphone) — the way it was when I was young… It was very hard to find your way

to the desired destination, right? Especially if you have a navigational sense like I have!Why

the heck is this guy talking about navigation systems and stuff now?Well, for customers who

are visiting your website it’s a very similar experience. If you don’t guide them, they will get lost,

and most likely won’t do what you want them to. That’s why having the right sales funnel is

critical — take your visitors by the hand, guide them from the time they arrive to your website,

and ultimately convert them into long time customers.Your sales funnel must be clear, smart,

and optimized to steer the user into the right direction.Now you already know that even the

best sales funnel will not be very helpful if you are driving the wrong people to your website —

it’s very unlikely that you can convert them into customers. If they are not sure that they can

trust you or if they don’t find what they have been looking for, you will lose them for sure!

Improve your content strategy for your users!You can’t imagine how many people ask me every

day: How much content should I write? What kind of content should I write? — And the best:

How many words do I have to write? (almost trying to make sure not to write one word too

much).There is only one right answer to these questions:

Chapter 1Why you need to read this book and how it can help you to SCALE UP your

Ecommerce business successfully!This is why you are losing money every day!The majority of

Ecommerce businesses I look at are losing a lot of money every day, especially if they are

international companies. They leave a lot on the table, and I am not talking peanuts, but

millions!The 3 main reasons for that are:Many of these companies don’t have a strategy to

scale their business, so even if they are doing the right things, they are doing them in the

wrong order.Some companies are using the right channels or methods already but doing it

poorly and in ways that don’t support each other.Most companies are not using the right

channels, tools, and strategy at all.In this book, I’ll show you how you can scale your

Ecommerce business successfully, no matter if you are an Ecommerce startup or a well-

established Ecommerce brand.So why should you listen to me?Wow, I am getting old — I was

just about to write that I had more than 15 years of experience in this field but just realized it’s

over 20 years now!At the time I started there was no ready-made shop-systems, or even

marketing channels like Google or Facebook — and of course no mobile phones! Hard to

believe that we could exist without those things — right?When I founded my first internet

company at 20, I focused on helping businesses get a website. Later, customers asked me to

help them market their products and services online. Therefore, I developed more and more

skills, and over the years I specialized in helping Ecommerce businesses scale up their



business while ensuring they didn’t make mistakes or start going in the wrong direction. Over

the years I formed an outstanding, well-performing team of experts around me to cover every

area as professionally and thoroughly as possible.Another big part of my work is helping

companies to operate internationally — I really love this part! It is so exciting helping them to

expand their business to other countries and cultures. I also teach and mentor in this field and

have over 30,000 students taking my online and offline courses. I feel so lucky that I’ve had the

chance to help so many companies make more money, and that I can share my

experience.Make sure you are not wasting time using the wrong Ecommerce strategy!If you

are using the wrong Ecommerce strategy it’s logical that you are wasting time, but there is

more to it than that. The underlying problem is that some processes and marketing channels

don’t have the right strategy from the get-go to become successful.Take these two

examples:Let’s say you are a company in Spain and you have a Spanish domain, like

yourcompany.es, and you are planning to operate internationally at some point in the future.

Your website is already established, and you have strong rankings driving significant traffic and

sales… Hold on! We already have a fundamental problem! Why? Because of the .es domain!

You can’t globalize your SEO to other markets or countries! The effort and money you put into

building all this SEO power for your Spanish domain was not entirely wasted, but it could have

been set-up in a better way from the beginning to give you a competitive advantage when

trying to reach new markets and countries. (If this is you, don’t worry, there are ways to fix

it!)Your business didn’t pick the right tools or partners from the beginning. When using the

wrong Ecommerce platform, inventory management, or fulfillment systems, companies can

lose their minds when trying to scale up! For certain marketing channels, systems, and tools, it

is critical to plan and strategize in advance (or find somebody who knows what they are doing)

because if you need to make a change down the road you could massively lose revenue!How

to grow your Ecommerce business quickly — and how I am doing itYou know those guys who

are always telling you what to do, those consultants who know everything better than you, but

have never actually done it themselves?Well, I am not one of them.Everything I tell you in this

book I have experienced by myself — from setting up various Ecommerce platforms to

implementing plugins, 3rd party tools, and everything in-between. Ugh! Really a lot of work! But

you know that anyway.In every chapter of this book I am going to give you some insights on

how I do it and show you what works for my clients. (For confidentiality reasons, I will not

mention any customer names.)If you want to get more insights and additional information’s

visitMy strategies focus on fast and future proven growth and will help you to take your

business to the next level!How to increase your customer lifetime valueAs you know getting a

new customer can be a challenge, that’s why it is critically important to keep your existing

customers happy, build the best possible user experience, and give them what they want.Not

only that, but you also need to keep your buyers engaged. Shockingly, for a majority of

Ecommerce companies the process ends as soon as the client has bought from them. Believe

me, this is not a smart way to do business!As a matter of fact, your relationship with the client

just begins when they decide to buy from you. Of course, first you need to make sure the

customer gets what he has ordered in the expected time and condition — it’s like in every

aspect of life: you never get a second chance to make another first impression! Make sure you

get it right the first time! But then, also make sure you have the right strategy and tools in place

to keep them engaged, inform them, and motivate them to buy more from you on a regular

basis!How to spend less money on advertising and sell more!You would not believe what I’ve

seen over the years looking at the advertising accounts and strategies of a lot of Ecommerce

businesses. You can find software companies spending thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams



every month biting on keywords like “software” or car companies wanting to be found for

“car.”Of course, if you don’t know where to spend your money you can always give more to

Google or an agency — LOL!The reality is that most companies want to save some money, so

they come up with ideas like: “Rosa, our secretary seems to have 10 spare minutes a day so

she could do AdWords for 5 minutes a day and SEO for 5 minutes, or something like

that.”Really? — You want to hand all that responsibility over to your secretary? … that’s just not

the way it works!In reality, you are not saving any money that way. No! Actually, you are burning

thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams… and you are not only wasting time and money! For

some channels, like SEO, AdWords and more, you are driving business in the wrong direction

and possibly attracting the wrong clients. This will cause more support, effort, and headaches

for you and your team, now, and in the future.Why and how you should scale up your

Ecommerce business?So the WHY is quite clear, right? You want to make more money!But

how?It is not just important what you do, for some tasks it is also critically important when you

do them.I started writing this book a long time ago and was wondering what the right way to

guide somebody through this very complicated process was. This is why I came up with the

now very well-known 6S formula.Since I developed the formula a few years ago, the 6S

formula has helped many Ecommerce companies to scale their businesses, and many of them

continue sending me lovely emails, and even letters, thanking me for laying out the strategy for

them so clearly.I also teach this strategy to over 30,000 students in my courses worldwide,

seeing huge revenue increases for companies that implement the formula the right way!How to

use my famous 6S formula to scale your Ecommerce business?In this book, you will find all the

information you need to scale your Ecommerce business while avoiding pitfalls. It does not

matter if you are an established Ecommerce brand or an Ecommerce startup, by using this

formula you will be able to grow your business and make a lot more money!It is important to

follow the formula step-by-step — of course. You will find various parts of the 6S formula more

useful for an Ecommerce startup — but remember, both stages have their advan-tages and

disadvantages. The 6S formula will help you to do the right things at the appropriate time,

following the given: STRATEGY, STRUCTURE, SYSTEM, SALES, SATISFACTION and

SCALING methods — ensuring you are going in the right direction and not forgetting any tasks

which are hard to reverse or implement later on.How to target the right people and give them

what they wantYes, it is good to have a lot of visitors coming to your website, but only if they

are the kind of customers you want to attract! Why? Because having the wrong people visit

your website will negatively impact it. That’s why the traffic number alone is not meaningful. If

you have a lot of people leaving your website just after a few seconds, or you see that they are

not buying, signing up, or staying on your site for a long time — whatever your goals may be —

believe me, that’s not what you want!It all begins by targeting the wrong people; using the

wrong keywords (or ones that are too broad) drives a lot of visitors to your website who are

looking for something else or are not at the purchasing stage. When this is the case, you need

to provide them with alternative content to keep them interested and engaged in your site.Later

in this book you will see that factors like spending a lot of money on the wrong strategies can

cause high, unnecessary support costs. And beware: nowadays Google can measure user

satisfaction, meaning this could have disastrous impacts on your business.It is essential to

target the right people and give them what they are looking for!Use your competitors’ most

effective strategies!Other golden nuggets I will give you in this book are some advanced

strategies to find out what your competitors are doing.Why try inventing the wheel if your

competitors already have spent thousands and thousands of Dollars/Euros/Dirhams in testing

things? Why not just use their proven strategies?This, of course, starts by knowing who your



competitors really are, and recognizing competitors before they take over your market share.It’s

all about smart monitoring and using the right strategies and tools to gain a significant

competitive advantage.You can save a huge chunk off your marketing budget just by copying

your competitors’ best marketing strategies. I guarantee it!How to improve your Ecommerce

infrastructureThinking back to the very early years of Ecommerce I can still see myself fighting

with systems that would not let me modify the URL structure or change page titles, aside from

other issues like struggling with product variations and colors. So, I am glad that today most of

the larger Ecommerce platforms are doing a very good job at allowing us to scale and improve

shop systems. For some issues, sometimes a little manual programming is still required, but

most of the time there are plugins or 3rd party providers helping us to scale our Ecommerce

business.Keep in mind, it gets much harder if you are planning to go international. In this case

your shop system has to be able to work in different languages and offer the option to target all

the countries you want to expand to. It is possible to switch shop systems later on, but I can tell

you, this is really challenging work and almost impossible if you want to keep everything

running and don’t want to lose any money!Your sales funnels and how you can optimize

themJust imagine yourself driving into a city that you don’t know without a navigation system

(and no smartphone) — the way it was when I was young… It was very hard to find your way

to the desired destination, right? Especially if you have a navigational sense like I have!Why

the heck is this guy talking about navigation systems and stuff now?Well, for customers who

are visiting your website it’s a very similar experience. If you don’t guide them, they will get lost,

and most likely won’t do what you want them to. That’s why having the right sales funnel is

critical — take your visitors by the hand, guide them from the time they arrive to your website,

and ultimately convert them into long time customers.Your sales funnel must be clear, smart,

and optimized to steer the user into the right direction.Now you already know that even the

best sales funnel will not be very helpful if you are driving the wrong people to your website —

it’s very unlikely that you can convert them into customers. If they are not sure that they can

trust you or if they don’t find what they have been looking for, you will lose them for sure!

Improve your content strategy for your users!You can’t imagine how many people ask me every

day: How much content should I write? What kind of content should I write? — And the best:

How many words do I have to write? (almost trying to make sure not to write one word too

much).There is only one right answer to these questions:“It depends!” — it depends on so

many factors that you will find an extra section in this book where I explain why it is critically

important to write the right content for your users. And yes, you want to write the content for

your users. Not for Google, not for Bing, not for just having something on the page.Focus on

your users — give them what they want and they will buy from you, or keep you in mind and

come back when they are ready to buy!When it comes to content optimization we use very

advanced tools and strategies. But first, find out what the right content for the product or

service is, and then what questions should be answered about that product or service to satisfy

your users.What you need to improve your marketing strategiesWhen it comes to improving

your marketing strategies it is necessary to have as much analytic data as possible. Without it

it’s almost impossible to make the right decisions. Believe me, you don’t want to spend more on

a marketing channel where you are actually losing money! But if you don’t have any analytics,

you are solely basing your decisions on personal beliefs, or the belief of somebody in the

company.When you are sure that you can make money with a marketing strategy the question

then becomes: is this marketing channel scalable? Or the better question would be: if I scale

this strategy, will the return of my investment stay the same? For instance, if I spend 50,000

EUR/Dollars/Dirhams on AdWords, and I manage to get around 150,000 in return for my



investment, will I make 300,000 if I spend 100,000 EUR/Dollars/Dirhams?This is often

possible, but very tricky. Most marketing channels are not easily scalable by just increasing

your budget! But if it works, then there is no question anymore about how much money you

can spend… as long as you make more money than you spend, the sky’s the limit!Why user

satisfaction is the key!You would be amazed when finding out what satisfied users can do for

you and your business. There are so many advantages that this definitely should become your

main focus. It’s all for your user! It’s all about user satisfaction!Put yourself in your user’s shoes.

Order from your own website, try to get help via your support channels, or get friends to order

from your online store, send stuff back, etc. Do what your users usually do and see how happy

you would be.You probably know from personal experience that if you are happy with

somebody’s service or product, and feel as though a company is treating you in a special way,

you feel good. Then it just so happens you do the marketing for them for free — by word of

mouth.On the flip side, I don’t have to tell you the problems that one unhappy customer can

cause when he writes about his bad experiences on every known social media channel, every

forum, and tells his story to anybody who will listen…Make your customers happy, and you will

be happy &:!How you can implement automation and remarket to win BiG!If you want to make

the most profit possible, you need to automate as many processes as possible. This applies to

all the 5 actionable steps of the 6S formula. It requires consistent work and effort — but it is

worth it!It starts with simple steps, like pushing your orders to a software that will generate a

shipping label, or simply collecting your customers e-mail addresses if they sign up for your

newsletter. But this is just the tip of the iceberg! We are getting more and more tools that allow

us to set event based triggers — software and tools that enable us to track user behavior and

fire the right actions at the right time. A simple example would be to show the right remarketing

banner on a different website for the product your customer looked at but did not buy.Today you

can track precisely what your users are doing on your site and what links they’ve clicked in the

e-mails you’ve sent, and then — according to their behavior — you can send them targeted

information. So, if your users click on a particular category or visit individual pages in a defined

order, we are able to fire an e-mail or a pop-up automatically to offer them a coupon code, or

additional help, or whatever would be relevant to them.

Chapter 2How to use the Harold F. Rich 6S formula to scale your Ecommerce business

successfullyIntroduction to the Harold F. Rich formula to scale your Ecommerce businessWhy

did I develop the formula?I came up with my first vision of the formula many years ago for

myself and then I was trying to help my now 30,000+ students go through everything I teach in

the right order. I found that many of my students were trying to follow what I taught, but had

problems implementing all steps, and were skipping important steps that are not easy to fix

down the road.Over the years, I modified many parts of the formula, and added everything I

thought might be useful based on my 20+ years of experience.Today a lot of agencies,

companies, clients, and people I have never seen before are using my 6S formula with

remarkable success.Of course, we are also using the 6S formula as the internal guideline for

our own team. It also makes it easier for us to take on new clients. This combination is probably

the secret as to why this formula works so well.Why my formula works so wellAs I mentioned

earlier, the main reason my 6S formula works so well is because it tells you exactly what to do

and when to do it. That in mind, it works a bit differently for everyone, depending on the size of

your company.If you are a startup Ecommerce business, you obviously want to start at the very

beginning of the formula! If you are an established brand I would also suggest starting with the

strategy step to ensure you haven’t missed out on some important strategic ideas. If your



company has been established for a long time, you may not be able to implement everything

that I suggest at this point since things are already up and running. That being said, you will

still be able to implement most of my marketing and satisfaction strategies and more.If you plan

on expanding internationally in the future, I suggest you also look at the strategy and structure

steps to ensure you will be able to target the right countries later on and not lose any money by

following the wrong strategy.How I use the formula for myself and for our clientsI almost forgot

to mention, naturally, a lot of the formula works so well because I run my own online

Ecommerce business. It makes a huge difference having experienced everything myself, like

feeling the joy of seeing your first order coming in, as well as seeing how hard it is to scale

different marketing channels and handle all the tools and plugins, wondering why no orders are

coming in — discovering the next day that a plugin I’ve installed is sending users to the wrong

checkout process and so on… (uh, recently I accidently deleted all the products…

UGH!).Living Ecommerce has helped me more than anything else!The greatest benefit I’ve

seen from applying my 6S formula is the ability to modify strategies all the time by keeping an

eye on what competitors are doing, scaling our marketing processes, and setting up new

stores and platforms to target specific locations. And of course, when we onboard new clients

we apply every aspect of the formula for them too.Why most Ecommerce businesses are

missing out if they’re not using the 6S formula or using it in the wrong orderWhen we take on

new clients it’s always interesting for me to see how their company infrastructure works. Of

course, in smaller companies and startups there are usually just 5-10 people and everyone

has a lot of responsibilities. Whereas, in larger companies there are usually many departments,

and often a lot of internal politics, if you know what I mean.Most of the time the problem is

exactly that! Departments aren’t working together properly and there is no one monitoring all of

the processes. In a lot of cases we spend so much time figuring out who is actually responsible

for everything we need, and especially who the decision makers are that can push the project

forward. We’ve found if our project doesn’t have high priority, we have a tough time

implementing our strategy to increase revenue.

Scale Up How to Successfully Scale Your Ecommerce Business business , Scale Up How to
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Successfully Scale Your Ecommerce business successful, Scale Up How to Successfully Scale

Your ecommerce store, Scale Up How to Successfully Scale Your ecommerce sales, Scale Up

How to Successfully Scale Your ecommerce website, Scale Up How to Successfully Scale Your

ecommerce product, Scale Up How to Successfully Scale your business, Scale Up How to

Successfully Scale your startup, Scale Up How to Successfully Scale your product, Scale Up

How to Successfully scale data, Scale Up How to Successfully scale impact, Scale Up How to

successfully build, Scale Up How to successfully stay, Scale Up How to successfully open,

Scale Up How to successfully wake, Scale Up How to successfully give, Scale Up How to

successfully break, how to scale up a business, how scale up a business, how to scale up a

recipe calculator, scale up the business

The Locked Door: A gripping psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, Things We Never

Got Over, Quicksilver, Reminders of Him: A Novel, The Wild Side: A Small Town Friends-To-

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/nWnNN/Scale-Up-How-to-Successfully-Scale-Your-Ecommerce-Business-to-Millions


Lovers Romance (The Wild Westbrooks Series), Nightwork: A Novel, Book Lovers, The

Housemaid: An absolutely addictive psychological thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, The Man

Burned by Winter (Rooker Lindström Thriller Book 1), Ruthless Rival, Shattered Altar

(Makarova Bratva Book 1), My Evil Mother: A Short Story, Shattered Cradle (Makarova Bratva

Book 2), Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Text Revision Dsm-5-tr, One

Bossy Proposal: An Enemies to Lovers Romance, The Venice Sketchbook: A Novel, Defiance

of the Fall 5: A LitRPG Adventure, Where the Crawdads Sing, The Candid Life of Meena Dave,

Last Summer Boys: A Novel, The Rescue, Owned By A Sinner : An Irish Mafia Romance, The

Golden Boys: Dark High School Bully Romance (Kings of Cypress Pointe Book 1)

Tim Forrest, “Solid, actionable and educational. Once I learned he .... Solid, actionable and

educational. Once I learned he had helped 30,000 people learn his process, it became clear

why his information and content was so clear and illuminating. The process and context that

the author provides in building and managing his online businesses is surprisingly cogent and

actionable. This is the first book I've read that provides a stem to stern approach to the actions

required to build success online. His tips on platforms, automation, email marketing, facebook

ads, and adwords are particularly relevant to my needs.It's likely the context of doing each part

in the action sequence is most helpful to my efforts.”

Jorge Sebastiao, “Great practical guide simplifies eCommerce approach. eCommerce

continues to evolve at a rapid pace. Harold practical guide to eCommerce provides a simple

and practical cookbook approach. The 6 S methodology delivers an holistic process oriented

approach to succeed in implementing eCommerce for your business. Definitely a recommend

practical read with simple nuggets that can deliver value to your online business.”

Matthew A, “Simple formulas for growing an ecommerce business. Good read - this book

provides a solid step by step system for scaling an ecommerce business. I am looking forward

to implementing the strategies in this book! Lots of SEO and content marketing strategies in

here. The "6S formula" gave me some big insights. The section on market research was

impressive. Tons of value in this book and it is well written, you can tell a lot of thought went

into simplifying the formulas.”

The book by Harold F. Rich has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 8 people have provided feedback.
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